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Adenstar Developments Limited on the health and safety, and environmental 
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Brighton Station Site. 
Tony Baker is a Director of A & T Consultants Limited, a firm of Construction 
Risk Management and Health and Safety Consultants, based in West Sussex. 
After more than 20 years experience as a Chartered Surveyor in private 
practice, became involved with health and safety following the introduction of 
the CDM Regulations in 1995 and now specialises in: 

▪ Safety consultancy for construction and other sectors
▪ CDM for Contractors and Clients
▪ Policy documentation, audits and safety inspections
▪ Training

The Company also advises a number of Architectural and Engineering 
Practices on CDM compliance. 
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1. Background

1.1 The Site 
The Site is bounded by the railway to the west; Cheapside to the south. New 
England Hill to the north; and New England Street to the East (apart from 
Clarendon Centre and the properties to the north of the Clarendon Centre). 
The site is approximately 15 acres in extent, and experiences a considerable 
change in levels from New England Street up towards the plateau on which the 
rail tracks are laid. 

1.2 Historical Perspective 
The site comprises the former Brighton Locomotive Works dating from the 
1850’s (which saw the construction of the steam powered locomotives used on 
the old Brighton and South Coast Railway) and the Lower Goods Yard. 
The locomotive works closed well before the demise of steam and the Beeching 
Closures of the 1960’s saw the rapid decline of goods traffic 
The old Clocking - In Shed, an old metal railway bridge and a range of brick 
built buildings to the south of the Clarendon Centre were reminders of the past 
which remained in place until 2004. These structures were all included in the 
Enabling Works Contract and were scheduled for demolition in the first 10 
weeks of the project. 
The legacy of the past was evident when ground works commenced on the 
upper plateau where large chunks of concrete and steel were encountered 
(which had to be dug out) and buried remains of buildings, tunnels and well 
shafts were discovered. 
Most of the site lay derelict for 30 years or more until a local developer put 
together a scheme which finally gained Planning Approval in September 2003 
– comprising approval for a Master Plan together with a Section 106
Agreement.
This provided the opportunity to remove the blight of squatters and drug users 
who inhabited the area under the concrete access ramp and the empty 
buildings adjacent to the Clarendon Centre. Much of the site had become a 
dumping ground for rubbish and the whole of the lower level had to be swept 
for used needles. 
The Section 106 Agreement was entered into by Network Rail Infrastructure 
Limited and J Sainsbury Developments Limited and included schedules relating 
to Sustainability Measures, Employment Strategy, Highways and a requirement 
for the mitigation measures to be adopted by the Developer during the 
construction process and for a method statement to be submitted to the Council 
before commencing construction. 
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2. Scope of the Works
The Enabling Works comprised: 

Initial Site Set-up 
▪ Including provision of hoardings, traffic management, site access,

site offices and welfare facilities.
▪ Temporary electrical supplies and other services.

Pre Start Works
▪ Removal of trees and vegetation

Initial Works
▪ Investigation and location of underground services.
▪ Removal of lighting columns / traffic lights / bollards

Demolition Works
▪ Asbestos Removal and Soft strip
▪ Demolition of Clocking In Shed, Martha’s Barn, John’s Camping

and assorted buildings
▪ Demolition of redundant railway bridge
▪ Demolition of concrete access ramp

Bulk Dig (approx. 90,000 cubic metres)
Piling Operations & Ground Works
▪ Plane off surface to car park
▪ Piling operations for new Car Park
▪ Piling operations for retaining walls
▪ Ground works

Construction Activities
▪ Construction of new ‘Design & Build’ Car Park for Network Rail
▪ Construction of new access roads / Highways Works
▪ Improvements to London Road Car Park

Services Diversions
▪ Diversion of water, gas, electricity, and telecommunications.
▪ Strengthening of water mains
▪ Alterations to Sewers

Temporary Works
▪ Construction of temporary access ramp for Station traffic.
▪ Construction of temporary ramp for construction site traffic.
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3. The Contractors Approach
Faced with the largest development scheme seen in Brighton in recent years, 
exposed to the gaze of the travelling public and the surrounding occupiers; 
subject to extensive legal and planning requirements and constraints; and with 
extensive interfaces with Network Rail, the Train Operating Companies [TOC’s] 
, the Regulatory Authorities and numerous adjoining property owners and 
occupiers, the Principal Contractor – Adenstar Developments Limited had to 
adopt a robust approach to managing the project. 
The first prong of this approach was for the Adenstar Project Manager to plan 
on a week by week basis how the works would be progressed and prepare a 
set of drawings (one for each week) showing how this would be achieved. This 
was followed up by the preparation of the printed programme and methodology 
– and the production of the Construction Phase Health and Safety Plan, Method
Statements, Employment Strategy, Green Procurement Strategy documents
etc.
The second prong of this approach was to prepare a Project Risk Management 
Procedures document. 
This document provided a résumé / checklist of the procedures, interfaces and 
construction activities etc. relating to the New England Quarter Project and was 
intended to assist the project team in identifying and addressing issues 
throughout the course of the project. 
Whilst primarily concerned with Health, Safety and Environmental issues, this 
procedure was used to ensure that other risks, with the potential to jeopardise 
the project, were identified, and not missed or over-looked. The document was 
a live document which was continually reviewed and updated, as and when 
further risk areas and issues were identified during the course of the project. 
The document also set out information such as design standards – for 
Highways and Sewers, Network Rail standards for construction of the Car Park 
and the requirements of the Rail Regulator in meeting the needs of Disabled 
Passengers. 
The third prong was to adopt a strategy for dealing with the various interfaces 
and establishing lines of communications. This involved identification of the 
parties involved and ensuring a pro-active approach including setting up 
meetings (with residents groups, local businesses, schools and colleges, and 
the Train Operating Companies) and the use of leaflets, posters etc. 
We also created lines of communication with the Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) and Brighton and Hove City Council (BHCC), setting up meetings and 
tours of the site prior to commencing works so that we could explain the extent 
and nature of the works and how we planned to deal with the issues relevant to 
the party involved. 
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Our primary objective was that prior to works commencing on site we would 
have produced all the necessary documentation (e.g. Construction Phase Plan, 
Method statements etc.), carried out all necessary investigations and surveys, 
given all necessary notifications, and obtained all consents, approvals and 
licences necessary in order to allow Adenstar to commence works when firm 
instructions were received from the Client. 
This we were able to do. 
The following list provides some indication of the Applications, Consents, and 
Licences etc. involved in this project: 

Brighton and Hove City Council 
Section 80 Notice – Building Act 1984 
Notification to Brighton & Hove City Council of intention to carry 
out demolition works 
Section 60 / 61– Control of Pollution Act 
Prior consent under Section 61 to carry out noisy works – this 
allowed the contractor to carry out noisy works for 12 hours a 
day between 07.00 and 19.00 each week day. 

Environment Agency 
Concrete Crusher License 
Waste Licences and Notification 

HSE 
Submission of F10 Notification 
Fire Certificate 
Application for Fire Certificate (Special Premise) Regulations 
1976 to HSE for temporary site accommodation. 
Asbestos Notification 
Notification by Demolition Contractor to HSE of Asbestos 
removal works 

Emergency Services 
Notify Fire Brigade of works and agree Emergency Evacuation 
Rendezvous Points 

Network Rail 
Submission and Approval of Method Statements in connection 
with works close to the Operational Railway for Piling, 
Craneage, Excavations and Concrete Pumping 
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4. Liaison 
The Strategy for community liaison was partly driven by the requirements of the 
Section 106 Agreement but it had already become apparent during the Project 
Planning stage that the week by week programme would produce an ever 
changing environment, both on site and for the local community. 
There would be changes in the on-site construction activities as well as 
changes in traffic flows, access routes to Brighton Station, and access to local 
businesses and residents homes. Sections of the Highway including 
pavements would be closed off, and traffic islands removed 
Practically everybody who lived or worked in the area, or just passed through, 
would be affected by the works. 
A few examples from the procedures Document will give some indication of the 
issues that had to be considered: 
 

Liaison with Adjoining Owners:- 

▪ General disruption from on-site activities 

▪ General disruption from Highways Works 

▪ Maintenance of pedestrian access to properties fronting areas of highway 
affected by Highways Works 

▪ Maintenance of access for above properties for deliveries by vehicles 
(e.g. furniture removal, lorries, etc.) that may be necessary during the 
course of the works. 

▪ Maintain access for emergency vehicles (e.g. ambulance service). 

 

Network Rail Requirements:- 

▪ Access & drop-off 

▪ Provision of parking spaces 

▪ Phasing of car park construction 

▪ Diversion of services 

▪ Access to staff car park and track access point 

▪ Access to pedestrian underpass 
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Users of Car Park 

▪ Maintain Safe Access Routes, includes:-

- Hoarding

- Lighting

- Level Surface

- Drainage

- Signage

▪ Control of Authorised Routes

▪ Control of Unauthorised Access

▪ Provision & maintenance of edge protection to all access routes including
those used by Network Rail / Southern Rail staff & members of the public



Apart from setting up meetings with the various user groups in the vicinity, 
communication techniques employed included the use of letters, leaflets and 
posters. 
For example, upwards of a thousand vehicles parked on the site, either in the 
official Network Rail Car Park, or, in the unauthorised parking lots located in the 
lower former goods yard area. Once works commenced 750 parking spaces 
would be immediately displaced and the parking on the upper plateau would be 
rerouted and shifted around. 
Not only did this require careful planning, it also required effective 
communication strategies otherwise on Day 1 chaos could have ensued. 
All vehicles were leafleted for the week preceding closure of the unauthorised 
parking lots and Posters were displayed at the entrance to the car parks and 
within the Station Concourse.  
In the event, there were a few cars where the owners had gone away for a few 
days and a number of vehicles which had obviously been abandoned which 
were posted with Removal Notices and eventually removed and scrapped. 
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5. Sequence of Works
The complex nature of the site and the requirements relating to access to both 
the Station and adjoining premises meant that the works had to be carefully 
planned and programmed (as previously noted Programme Drawings were 
prepared on a week by week basis). The sequence of these works was critical 
in allowing Adenstar to achieve the programme. 
One of the main challenges was the requirement to retain 600 parking spaces 
for use by Network Rail on the Upper Plateau level, keep the Sunday Market 
open (albeit on a restricted site area), maintain access to the Station Drop-Off 
Point and the Station Concourse and make provision for construction site 
movements and deliveries of large pre-cast concrete planks for use in the 
construction of the Network Rail Car Park.  
At the same time demolition works had to commence at the lower level, fronting 
onto New England Street, and the carriageway on the east side of New England 
Street had to be taken out of commission to allow for the opening up of the new 
main services trench. In addition various access points had to be provided for 
construction site traffic and we had to maintain traffic flows in the surrounding 
streets. 
The programme also demanded the early removal of the concrete access ramp 
that led from Cheapside to the Station Car Park. 
The solution finally adopted was the provision of Temporary Access Routes 
involving the creation of a temporary access via Cross Street (between the 
Clarendon Centre and Brewers) which allowed the demolition of the concrete 
access ramp to be phased into the critical path. A temporary ramp was 
constructed for access to the Upper Plateau, providing an access route for the 
construction traffic involved in the erection of the new Network Rail Car Park. 
Although the logistics were complex, during the initial stages of the Enabling 
Works contract any issues relating to the numbers of contractors on site and 
the potential for conflict were minimised by the fact that effectively we were able 
to work as three different sites. 

Demolitions in north east corner 
Piling and Ground Works for new Car park on upper level 
plateau 
Bulk Excavations on Sites A & B and C & D [South East corner 
of site] 

At the same time diversions of utilities services and works to the Highways were 
able to commence off-site. 
However, despite the careful planning of the programme and sequence of 
works we were unable to overcome all of the problems bestowed upon us in 
respect of the continuing interface between the contractors and members of the 
public (this is dealt with later – see Problems and Solutions). 
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6. HIGHWAYS WORKS 
The works on the Highways involved: 

 Construction of new access roads to serve the site 
 Diversion of a primary traffic route (diversion of New England 

Street through the middle of the site) 
 Stopping Up part of New England Street (half of the carriageway 

has been incorporated into the site) and part of the north 
pavement in Cheapside) 

 Diversion of Utilities in New England Street (with an open 
services trench on the east side of New England Street for some 
20 weeks) and Cheapside (2 nos. 15” water mains) 

 Provision of new service mains supplies to serve the site 
 Reconstruction of existing roads 
 Relaying kerbs, pavings and replacement of lighting columns 
 Provision of new traffic lights, street furniture, signage, traffic 

markings etc. 
We also had to consider the impact of construction traffic locally and the routes 
for their travel to and from the site from the Brighton City boundary. 
To give some idea of the vehicle movements at stages during the bulk dig there 
were 20 vehicles waiting to start loading at 07.00 with a vehicle movement once 
every 3 minutes and running throughout the day  
In addition there were the usual flows of site traffic including delivery lorries, the 
road sweeper constantly traversing up and down Cheapside and New England 
Street, and the occasional large loads such as the pre-cast planks arriving on 
site from Derbyshire. 
BHCC required a Traffic Management Plan that was able to demonstrate that 
the planned traffic movements would not cause major disruption. A Highways 
Consultant was engaged to deal with these aspects, profiling the anticipated 
traffic movements and testing them on the BHCC computer programme. 
It was also necessary to agree designated routes in and out of Brighton, making 
use of the A23 and A27, advise the hauliers of agreed routes and site access 
points, provide off-site signage and then monitor the vehicles to ensure 
compliance with these restrictions. 
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If we look at some of the issues relating to Highways (in the procedures 
document) these included: 

Traffic Management Plan 

Road Closure Orders 

Formation of Temporary Access 

Adjoining Owners 

▪ Maintain Safe Access Routes

Road Users, includes:- 

▪ All Classes of Motor Vehicle

▪ Cyclists

▪ Pedestrians

Special Groups 

▪ Identification of Special Groups that may be affected by
the works

▪ Blind persons affected by removal of tactile markings at
crossing points

▪ Disabled groups e.g. wheelchair users

▪ School children crossing points

▪ Pushchair / pram crossings

Maintain Safe Access Routes for Above Groups 

Segregation of Above Groups from Works to the Highways 

NOTE: Need to ensure that any construction site vehicles using the public 
highway were road legal i.e. constructed and maintained for use 
on roads, lights and flashing beacons in working order, taxed with 
number plates and insured for road use. 
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7. Problems and Solutions 

7.1 Access 
The requirement to maintain access to the Station Drop-Off Point throughout 
the course of the Enabling Works contract, and also to maintain 600 parking 
spaces on the Upper Plateau level introduced problems that could have been 
avoided if the entire site had been handed over to the Contractor and the 
various interfaces with train passengers, TOC staff had been eliminated. 
However, a solution had to be provided, and this was achieved by way of the 
temporary access ramps already described, by constant changes to the 
working area, provision of temporary pedestrian walkways, and the areas made 
available for parking. 
Implementing these solutions required a high level of resources, especially 
when deliveries of pre-cast planks took place. 
The potential conflicts between pedestrians, private vehicles using the drop off 
point and contractors raised significant safety issues that had to be addressed. 
At times upwards of 8 or 10 people were involved directly on traffic 
management duties with several Banksmen directing construction vehicle 
movements and a large contingent of site personnel tied up with controlling 
pedestrian access into the Station for up to 10 hours per day.  
The costing into the Tender Price of significant resources tied up on such duties 
should not be overlooked. 
 

7.2 Works on the Highway 
Safety issues raised by the interface with both pedestrians and vehicles off-site 
where we were carrying out various works on, or adjacent to, the Highway also 
required the deployment of significant resources at times throughout the course 
of the project. 
Despite the efforts of all of our contractors complying with the New Roads and 
Street Works Act and significant resources being expended by the Highways 
Consultants in preparing Drawings showing all of the temporary signage and 
traffic control (including provision of temporary traffic lights and stop / go 
boards) to be deployed throughout the entire duration of the works, we still 
encountered problems. 
Most of the problems arose because of the lack of discipline and co-operation 
exhibited by pedestrians and motorists alike when confronted with construction 
activities or temporary traffic controls. 
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Some of the problems we came across: 
Pedestrians try to use pavements signed as out of use etc. 
Cars ignore traffic lights etc. driving through red lights 
Vehicles driving at high speed to get past stationery lines of 
traffic 
Vehicles driving the wrong way down one-way traffic systems 

We also had a problem with the protection of deep excavations – the problem 
being that we were unable to provide a sufficient safety buffer between the 
excavation works and passing vehicles. 
The best solution would have been to obtain a Road Closure for a period of 
several weeks, but, because of the nature off the local road layout, even short 
term road closures cause disruption over a fairly wide area, we were unable to 
close off roads. The provision of physical barriers afforded a compromise 
solution, but was not ideal. 

7.3 Saturday Nights Vandalism 
We also had a regular problem with Heras fencing / Traffic Signs being pushed 
over on Saturday nights, which had to be replaced / renewed early on Sunday 
mornings before the Sunday Market started. 
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8. Noise and Dust

8.1 Section 106 Agreement Mitigation Measures 
The Section 106 Agreement required the Developer and appointed Contractors 
to produce Method Statements outlining how nuisance from noise and dust 
could be reduce during construction works and for these to be approved by 
BHCC prior to works commencing. 
We produced a document entitled the ‘Section 106 Agreement Mitigation 
Measures Method Statement’ - which set out the measures that would be 
implemented on site. These measures were largely based on various BRE 
publications for Control of Pollution on Construction Sites. 1 
We also applied for Prior Consent under Section 61 of the Control of pollution 
Act 1974, and were able to secure the agreement of BHCC to Noisy works for 
12 hours a day commencing at 07.00 each weekday. 
This covered construction activities and plant including concrete breaking with 
mechanical plant, concrete crushing, piling as well as dumpers, excavators, 
lorry movements. 
In the main noise was not generally a problem, partly because of the extent of 
the site which meant that a lot of the construction activities (and the source of 
noise) were some distance from the surrounding residential and commercial 
properties, and partly because the open ground absorbed a lot of the noise. 
The noisiest activity (or the greatest nuisance) was in fact the road sweeper 
used to keep the adjoining highway clear of mud and chalk. 
Dust proved more difficult to control in spite of the deployment of wheel – 
washes, water bowsers, and the road sweeper, this required maintaining a fine 
balance between creating mud and creating dust.  
The majority of complaints received were in respect of dust, especially where 
the prevailing weather conditions consisted of dry east winds for two or more 
days, which created fine clouds of dust.  

1 See section 10, Bibliography, list of BRE publications 
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9. Health and Safety
A & T Consultants Limited were responsible for on-site health and safety during 
the Construction Phase and set up a series of procedures to ensure that  day 
to day requirements for managing health and safety were in place. 
These included: 

Site inductions  
All personnel and visitors to site (including consultants, clients, 
sub-contractors, and even officers from the Enforcing 
Authorities such as BHCC and the HSE) were required to 
undergo a Site induction before entering onto the site. We also 
held briefings for personnel involved in activities such as traffic 
management when deliveries of pre-cast concrete planks took 
place. 
During the Enabling Works Contract we estimate that over 2000 
inductions took place. 
Method Statements 
All Contractors were required to provide Adenstar with copies of 
their Method statements at least 3 clear working days prior to 
arriving on site.  
This enabled us to check the Method Statement, ask for 
revisions or improvements where necessary, identify any 
potential conflicts with other construction activities, and ensure 
that where Adenstar were required to provide safety measures 
such as scaffolds or barriers that these would be in place when 
required. 
Daily site inspections 
These were undertaken several times a day with the first 
inspection normally taking place at 07.00 
Weekly inspections 
A number of Statutory Inspections were required including: 

▪ Excavations – Regulation 29 - CHSW Regulations
1996

▪ Scaffolds and towers – Regulation 12 - WAH
Regulations 2005

▪ Plant and Equipment – PUWER
▪ Lifting Equipment – Chains, slings etc. – LOLER

Note: The requirement for inspections to excavations would now 
be covered by CDM Regulations 22 and 24. 
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Welfare facilities 
Welfare facilities were provided on site from Day 1 and included 
Toilet Block, Canteen as well as Site Offices. A satellite set-up 
was provided to the upper level site. 
WWT Road Show 
We managed to secure a visit to the site by the WWT Road 
show.  
All contractors’ personnel, most of our Consultants and more 
than 150 students from the local City College passed through 
the display during the course of the day. 
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10. Construction Activities and Other Issues 

10.1 Kerb Laying 
 
The project involved extensive stretches of new kerbs, both to the new roads 
being constructed on the site, and to relaying of kerbs on the existing Highway. 
The HSE were conducting a campaign in respect of Manual Handling of Kerbs 
at this time and trials were carried out on site with various types and makes of 
kerb laying equipment: which resulted in the use of a vacuum type lifter being 
used to lift the kerbs into position on a pre-formed bed of extruded concrete. 
 

10.2 Other issues 
 
We were involved in the production of procedures and documentation for the 
following issues arising from the Section 106 Agreement. 

 Employment Strategy  
BHCC required the Developer to use Contractors who were able 
to implement an Employment Strategy with largely local labour. 
(Potential conflict with EC Procurement rules) 

 Green Procurement strategy 
The Section 106 Agreement required a Green Procurement 
strategy which was audited by the BHCC. 
Audit by BHCC included: 

▪ Certificates for timber formwork 
▪ Sourcing of aggregates 
▪ Recycling of materials on site - use of Concrete crusher 

 On Site Training Centre  
Collaboration with Constructing Futures and City College to 
provide on-site training facility. 

 

10.3 Considerate Contractor Scheme 
Adenstar adopted all the standards and procedures that form the basis for the 
Considerate Contractors Scheme (see BRE Publication ‘Working with the 
Community’). 
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Building Research Establishment (BRE) Publications 
The following BRE publications were used for guidance in producing the 
documentation for the NEQ Brighton Station Site and the standards adopted on 
site:- 

Working with the community – A good practice guide for the 
construction industry - BRE BR 472 ISBN 1 86081 726 2 
Working Platforms for Tracked Plant – BRE BR 470 – ISBN 1 
86081 700 9 
BRE Pollution Control Guide – Controlling particles, vapour and 
noise pollution from construction sites. 

▪ Part 1 – Pre-project planning and effective management
- ISBN 1 86081 654 1

▪ Part 2 – Site preparation, demolition, earthworks and
landscaping -  ISBN 1 86081 655 5X

▪ Part 3 – Haulage routes, vehicles and plant -  ISBN 1
86081 654 1

▪ Part 4 – Materials handling, storage, stockpiles, spillage
and disposal -  ISBN 1 86081 657 6

▪ Part 5 – Fabrication processes and internal and external
finishes - ISBN 1 86081 658 4

Other Publications 
The Control of Noise (Codes of Practice for Construction and 
Open Sites) (England) Order 2002 – Statutory Instrument 2002 
No. 461 
Federation of Piling Specialists – Notes on the design, 
installation and maintenance of working platforms for specialist 
foundation and geotechnical works 
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For further information please contact 
A & T Consultants Limited 
12 The Green 
Southwick 
West Sussex 
BN42 4DA 

Telephone: 01273 596141 

e-mail: tony.baker@aatcl.org.uk
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APS



Date Project stage

18-Oct-13 Stage 3 Register

RISK LEVEL WHAT HOW / WHY WHEN WHO FURTHER ACTION

Ref No. hazard / activity Risk Stage when hazard  could be 
realised

Who is responsible for 
applying mitigation Mitigation of Risk Who will take additional action by contractors Status Completion 

date
Carried to 
H&S file

x.xx.xx describe hazard or activity that gives rise to hazard describe risk resulting from activity construction, operation / maintenance, 
demolition

Owner of risk: CDM duty 
holder What will be done or has been done to reduce risk Measures taken to eliminate or reduce hazard and general 

information about proposed control measures
Information provided about residual hazards and methods 

to be put in place to mitigate risk client, designer, contractor, other open or closed date risk closed 
out

01.00.00

01.01.00

01.01.01 M Mail-Rail (RMG) tunnels Heave and settlements due to change of 
loading onto tunnels may cause damage to the 
tunnels

uncontrolled collapse Demolition, construction AKT II

Designer to advise + to ascertain Royal Mail restrictions on construction 
in the proximity of their tunnels, monitoring requirements etc.

Carry out site investigation and analysis
Develop construction strategy to minimize affect of loading and 
unloading due to excavation

A detailed ground movement analysis has been 
carried out and submitted to Halcrow. The 
calculated movements are believed to be small 
and should have no detrimental impact onto the 
tunnels. Following Halcrow's review a 
monitoring regime will be established.

AKT II Open

01.01.02 M

Existing vaults along Rathbone Place 
(outside of basement perimeter)
and vaults identified along  Newman Street 
as well. The potential for basement voids on 
this site needs to be a key issue to address.

any activity close to vaults uncontrolled collapse Demolition, construction AKT II

Designer to advise + to ascertain restrictions on construction in the 
proximity of the vaults etc.

Voids to be identified in existing basement

Site investigation has identified an unfilled void below ground at the 
northwest corner of the site which appears to be the remains of a 
basement from a previous development on the site. Further buried 
voids may be present on site. Extend the site investigations in the car 
park area to help identify whether further voids are present. backfill any 
voids identified prior to demolition, piling and excavation works. Any 
archive drawings showing prior development on the site to be made 
available to the contractor during tender.

Design to avoid vaults once survey's identify 
locations.

All vaults and basements identified during 
the investigations are noted on AKTII's site 
constraints drawing. 3131-STS020. Buro4 
has a complete list of all dimensional and 
party wall surveys and it is our 
understanding that this will be provided to 
the contractor.

AKT II Open

01.01.03 H
Existing UKPN transformer / substation - 
located in the South Eastern corner of the 
site

Work adjacent to or near to live cables and / or 
the substation Electrocution / explosion construction HM

Decision to be made by GPE to either retain existing sub-station or 
demolish.

Decision made to move location of sub-station to new location to 
the South-West of the site

UKPN's protection requirements to be ascertained.

HM to continue their discussions with UKPN. HM Open

01.01.03a H
Existing UKPN transformer / substation - 
located in the South Eastern corner of the 
site

Work adjacent to or near to live cables and / or 
the substation uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

Decision to be made by GPE to either retain existing sub-station or 
demolish.

Decision made to move location of sub-station to new location to 
the South-West of the site

UKPN's protection requirements to be ascertained.

AKT to advise on structural issues
Additional survey to be instigated adjacent to 
UKPN structure to identify type of foundations 
and interface with existing structure

AKT Open

01.01.04 H Contamination: Below ground oil tanks, 
located within existing car park 

Construction / demolition activities adjacent to 
or involving existing oil tanks exposure to contaminated material construction Client / Make

Contamination survey  required. 
Once contamination is identified -
Specialist contractor to provide methodology outlining safe working and 
safe disposal of brick rubble from the building if required and produce a 
construction management plan prior to any intrusive activities

Design to avoid and / or minimise intrusion into any 
identified contaminated areas.

Design to be reviewed once areas of 
contamination have been identified

SI report due 14.01.13
Topographical survey report due 07.12.12

Make Open

01.01.05 M Site contamination contamination due to historic use of site exposure to contaminated material construction AKT II Carry out site  and geo environmental investigation to establish 
contamination (WAC test)

This has been completed and is covered in 
Soiltechnics SI report.
Further contaminating testing has been carried 
out under the appointment of GPE to mitigate 
the cost for disposal of material classified as 
contaminated.

AKT II Open

01.01.06 M Foundations to adjacent buildings No archive information available showing form 
and type of foundations uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

Carry out site investigation, trial pits etc. and visual site inspection. 
Incorporate results into the design. Carry out site inspections on a 
regular basis.

The first phase of the fabric survey has been 
carried out  and the results will be made 
available to the contractor. The second phase is 
currently underway and results will be provided 
to the contractor.

Detailed method statement to be produced by 
Contractor including full a sequence of works 
and any additional exploratory works to 
confirm the details of the temporary works 
design. AKTII to require this activity to be 
identified in Contractor's programme at tender.

Contractor Open

01.01.07 M Surrounding roads One way system clash of vehicles / restricted access construction Blue Sky Building

The impact of the one-way system around the site needs to be 
considered with respect to access and logistics, including material 
movement.

A traffic management plan will need to be developed

Open

01.01.08 L Surrounding buildings Any issues / benefits relating to GPE purchase 
of adjacent property from Land Securities To be reviewed All Designers Open

01.01.09 L Surrounding area Potential “activists” targeting RMG sites To be reviewed All Designers Open

01.02.00

01.02.02 H Existing Basement Box

Existing foundations - Limited archive 
information available for basement box, no 
archive information available to basement
outside basement box- the assessment of the 
existing structure will be based in limited 
information

Partial or full collapse of adjacent 
structures due to adjacent 
demolition and/or excavations 
causing subsidence,

construction AKT II

Obtain record information relating to existing boundary wall conditions. 
Scope structural fabric survey to confirm whether structural party wall 
conditions exist and make information available to Contractor. 
Undertake trial pit excavations to identify critical foundation depths. 
Position works away from load spread of existing structures where 
possible. Highlight areas assumed to require temporary propping 
during construction / demolition and any key elements in the permanent 
works providing stability to the existing construction.
Design retaining walls to limit ground movements to acceptable levels 
in accordance with relevant technical guidance.

Once restrictions are identified designer to 
avoid  and then minimise need to affect 
basement box.

Structural fabric survey information to be made 
available to Contractor. Sketches indicating 
construction sequence assumed in design of 
the primary structure to be provided to the 
Contractor. Detailed method statement to be 
produced by Contractor including full sequence 
of works and any additional exploratory works 
to confirm the details of the temporary works 
design required. AKTII require this activity to be 
identified in Contractor's programme at tender.

The first phase of the fabric survey has been 
carried out and the results will be made 
available to the contractor. The results with 
regards to depth of existing foundations was 
inconclusive and a conservative approach was 
taken during the design.

Contractor to prepare detailed method 
statement and sequence of works for all 
demolition and excavation works. Contractor 
to ensure temporary works designed by 
competent person. Geotechnical site 
investigation report to be made available to 
Contractor to inform
the above.

Contractor Open

STATUSWHERE

Area of hazard What additional action needs to be taken to apply ERIC

GENERAL PLANNING

Site Clearance and demolition
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Surrounding Environment
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01.02.03 H Existing structure
Toxic material: Type 2 Asbestos register 
completed.  Minor asbestos found.  Client has 
issued copy

Exposure construction GPE

Refurbishment / demolition survey required prior to commencement of 
any intrusive activities, including surveys. Identified Asbestos to be 
removed prior to start of these activities.

Note: soft strip and Asbestos refurbishment / demolition survey 
will not occur until vacant possession. No intrusive works to be 
undertaken prior to then without obtaining advice from an 
Asbestos specialist.

Follow recommendations of investigation 
report. Cover any asbestos found at earliest 
opportunity and generally leave intact. Keep 
full records of its location and include these 
and
include in the health and safety file. Contractor 
to not undertake any aggressive processes on 
ACMs, which include: cutting, sanding, 
hammering and drilling. Existing protective 
coatings that are damaged to be repaired.

Buro4 Open

01.02.04 H Existing structure
Premature collapse due to amendments to 
existing concrete structure and retention of 
existing basement

uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II
Designer to minimise need to affect existing basement and structural 
elements. Any  specific areas that are affected to have additional 
mitigation applied.

• Methodology to be developed particularly for 
amendments to retention of elements of the 
existing basement
• BIM structure model (AKT)
• Construction management plan (RISE)

RISE Open

01.02.05 H Existing structure Demolition of existing above ground structure Falling objects from height construction Make

Contractor to provide methodology outlining safe working and the safe 
removal of metal cladding and structure from the building Early discussions with potential specialist 

demolition contractor Construction management plan Contractor Open

01.02.06 H Existing structure Demolition generally

Site findings do not always 
matches information on survey 
drawings or limited archive 
information available

construction AKT II
Fabric survey required. 

Surveyor due on site 01.02.13 - report date TBC

Frequent site visits & re-evaluate existing structure 
assumptions on continual basis AKT II Open

01.02.07 H Existing structure New construction immediately adjacent to 
existing structure. 

Unforeseen or unexpected clashes 
between existing and new structure. construction AKT II Study demo cut line and possible implications Method statement to be required of contractor AKT Open

01.02.08 M Substructure Cutting/demolition. Ingestion of concrete or masonry 
dust and associated illness. construction AKT II

Design for permanent works to avoid placing constraints on the method 
of demolition that would result in out of sequence works or demolition in 
confined spaces.

AKTII has prepared temporary design intent 
sketches indicating prop position avoiding new 
permanent structure where possible.

Method statement to be required of contractor AKT Open

01.02.09 M Existing structure - basement box De-stressing of tendons uncontrolled collapse due to 
tendons snapping construction AKT II

Survey condition and location of existing tendons and develop de-
stressing strategy. Devise design for primary structure that considers 
the likely temporary works assumed to be reworked to help ensure safe 
sequence of construction can be implemented.

Existing pre-stressed system has been used in east/west 
basement retaining walls 

Structural fabric survey information to be made 
available to Contractor. Sketches indicating de-
stressing sequence assumed in design of the 
primary structure to be provided to the 
Contractor.

The first phase of the fabric survey has been 
carried out  and the results will be made 
available to the contractor. The second phase is 
currently underway and results will be provided 
to the contractor

Detailed method statement to be produced by 
Contractor including full sequence of works 
and any additional exploratory works to 
confirm the details of the temporary works 
design. AKTII to require this activity to be 
identified in Contractor's programme at tender.

AKT Open

01.03.00

01.03.01 M Existing slab penetrations continue below 
B2 Level

Below ground duct route is unknown - 
unintentional penetration of duct(s) dependant on services in ducts - 

result varies construction GPE Client to authorise investigation / survey of ducts

SI report due 14.01.13
Topographical survey report due 07.12.12

UGS Newman St & Rathbone Place - survey 
within roads and pavements - report due 
19.12.12

UGS within RMG basement and the yard - 
survey within roads and pavements - report due 
08.02.13

AKT Open

01.03.02 H Existing Diesel Tanks Location and size unknown unintentional penetration / 
demolition of tank construction GPE Client to authorise investigation / survey SI report due 14.01.13

Topographical survey report due 07.12.12 AKT Open

01.03.03 H below existing basement car park penetration below existing basement levels Condition of soil unknown - risk of 
contamination, voids and/or UXO construction GPE Client to authorise investigation / survey SI report due 14.01.13

Topographical survey report due 07.12.12 AKT Open

01.03.04 H Potential live mail-rail utility services working adjacent to services disruption to live services. 
Explosion construction GPE Client to authorise investigation / survey + Consulting with Rail

network specialist and development of a demarcation plan. AKT Open

01.03.05 H Risk of ordinance Any activity across the whole site involving the 
substructure or below ground level. Explosion construction GPE Detailed unexploded ordnance (UXO) risk assessment – (Bomb 

Search)
Minimise disruption to west side of site by limiting 
proposed basement expansion report on unexploded ordnance (UXO) search AKT Open

01.03.06 H
Risk of damaging existing infrastructure: 
Existing below ground utilities. Substructure 
close to existing highways.

Any activity across the whole site involving the 
substructure or below ground level.

disturbance to existing utilities
Injury caused as a result of 
electrocution, explosion, etc. from 
impact with unknown buried 
services.

construction GPE

Existing services search undertaken as part desk study. Site 
investigation to include an known existing services drawing to be made 
available to contractor at earliest possibility. Substructures and 
drainage to be designed to avoid disturbance to known services
Liaise with UKPN to obtain cable routes to substation.

Existing services drawings to be prepared by Hilson 
Moran
Design to avoid existing utilities once locations 
identified

Buro 4 have instructed trial pits to ascertain type of 
foundations and interface with exisitng structure.

Disconnection of redundant services to be 
organised at the earliest opportunity. 
Contractor to consider alternative excavation 
techniques where adjacent to services to be 
retained.

HM Open

01.03.07 H Existing Structure
Condition and build up of existing site structure 
to be assessed to determine accuracy of 
loading assessment and capacity

Incorrect calculations due to 
insufficient information to base 
assessments on

construction GPE

Carry out fabric survey and visual inspection of the retained structure, 
carry out test for deleterious materials

Surveyor due on site 01.02.13 - report date TBC

Follow recommendations of investigation report AKT II Open

01.03.08 H Structural frame Modification / demolition Instability of structural frame in the 
future construction AKT II

Ensure design proceeds with clear understanding of vertical support 
and lateral stability systems. Design structure favouring simple legible 
load paths. Follow code requirements to protect against 
disproportionate collapse to provide inherent redundancy in the event of 
damage to the stability system.

Ensure description of the vertical and lateral 
stability system and key elements/ties is 
included in the O&M manual. State 
importance of any works to the structure being 
overseen by suitably qualified engineer. 
Include loading diagrams.

AKT II Open

01.03.09 M Floor slabs Modification / demolition Instability of floor slabs acting as 
diaphragms in future construction AKT II

Consult Client/architect at early stage to identify potential requirements 
for future reuse. Devise options to include allowance for these 
scenarios in the design of the permanent works. Ensure design 
proceeds with clear understanding of vertical support and lateral 
stability systems. Design structure favouring simple legible load paths. 
Follow code requirements to protect against disproportionate collapse 
to provide inherent redundancy in the event of damage to the stability 
system.

Design loads used are to GPE brief and 
Eurocodes. Loading diagrams will be issued as 
part of the tender.

Ensure description of the vertical and lateral 
stability system and key elements/ties is 
included in the O&M manual. Include drawing 
indicating the assumed soft-spot regions but 
state importance of any works to the structure 
being overseen by suitably qualified engineer. 
Include loading diagrams.

AKT II Open

01.04.00

01.04.01 M Existing 12m Column Grid restricted access insufficient working space - various 
risks construction Make Designer to advise + to ascertain restrictions on access and potential 

working environment. AKT Open

01.04.03 M Additional risk on 01.04.02 - no independent 
access route to mail-rail station below restricted access increase risk in emergency + 

overlap with clients undertaking All Make Consideration to be given to replacement and maintenance strategy RMG Group request only egress. GPE to confirm GPE Open

Site investigation and remediation

Access (onto and within site)
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01.04.06 H Premature collapse above level 4 Obligation to retain existing mail rail exists 
from basement 4 level.

Compromising means of escape 
from Level 4. All Make Consideration to be given in emergency access strategy and RMG's on-

going requirements Minimise extent of proposed additional basement

RMG access requirements to mail rail level to 
be set out and incorporated into design.

Incorporated in to design. Pass risk to 
contractor for construction

contractor Open

01.04.07 M Access to the site limitations to be reviewed 

Some large transfer beams located 
over loading bay. sizes resulting in 
insufficient space to deliver to the 
site through the surrounding 
infrastructure.

construction AKT II Size of large transfer beams located over loading bay sizes to be 
clarified by AKT

Minimise sizes to ensure they can be delivered to 
site

Tonnages of heavy elements are noted on 
drawings. AKT II Open

01.04.08 L

Issues around possible accelerated 
programme due to the incorporation of 
possible soft spots / knock out panels i.e. to 
allow zones to be cut out in the future for 
access

to be reviewed Open

01.05.00

01.05.02 M all areas Temporary instability due to unrealistic 
assumed sequencing of works uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

Highlight assumed sequence of construction considered during design 
for novel/non-standard building systems or instances where 
consideration of construction sequence critical aspect in the design of 
the permanent & temporary works(e.g. façade retention scheme), 
highlighting key elements for stability via sketches.

AKT II has prepared temporary design 
intent highlighting the complexity of the 
works to assist the contractor to develop 
his temporary works strategy and design.

Contractor Open

01.05.03 M Access to cranes Injury through materials falling from tower 
crane during lifts over active construction site. falling objects construction AKT II

Consider within the design of the permanent works means by which the 
Contractor may be able to provide access through the building by 
provision of temporary works, to limit the need for lifts over the active 
construction site. Profiled metal deck to composite slabs may
provide some inherent protection during construction

Contractor to prepare site access strategy and 
required temporary works designs. Proper 
standing areas to be provided to minimise 
overhead carrying. Concrete pumps close to 
source of placing preferred to skips carried by 
crane (pumps likely in any case given
size of slabs).

Contractor Open

01.05.04 M Working in congested areas and 
undertaking concurrent site activities clash of operations various construction AKT II

Clearly highlight areas of adjacent temporary works assumed in design 
of the permanent works for inclusion in Contractor's consideration of 
sequencing

Contractor to provide sequencing plan and 
consider effects of adjacent temporary works 
in preparation of their design. Contractor to 
restrict access to areas affected by adjacent 
works

Contractor Open

01.05.06 M Site setup/establishment 
constraints off site to be considered, impact 
from adjacent/adjoining properties - Crossrail 
etc.

clash of operations construction Make Understand possible implications of off site activities and programme in 
/ plan for within construction operations

GPE in discussion with neighbours exploring way 
of mitigation implications of construction operations GPE Open

01.05.07 M Site setup/establishment congested site clash of operations Demolition, construction Make

Implications of off site welfare provision to be considered. Layout and 
site logistics will influence the design.  The designer should consider 
design changes to assist with constructability, including site set-up 
limitations.

Blue sky building preparing logistics plan. Pass risk 
to BSB Blue Sky Building Open

01.05.06 L Surrounding area Update / refinement to possible site logistics 
due to Crossrail option to utilise parking bays To be reviewed All Designers Open

02.00.00

02.01.00

02.01.01 M Excavation generally. Soil instability uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

AKT to present design options compatible with battered excavations in 
preference to supported excavations. However, such battered 
excavations not compatible with Client's desire to maximise basement 
volume generated on tight urban site. As such, AKT to devise typical
construction sequence for supported excavations compatible with 
supports that can be left in situ (i.e. secant piled retaining walls).

Site investigation to be commissioned to obtain 
information to better assess the ground 
conditions (e.g. slope stability, risk of 
groundwater, parameters for retaining wall 
design, etc.)

Site investigation has been completed and will 
be made available to the contractor.

Contractor to prepare detailed method 
statements for excavation sequence and 
ensure that temporary works (including 
propping to retaining walls) are designed by 
competent person.

Contractor Open

02.02.00

02.03.00

02.03.01 M excavations and basements any below ground activity

Risk of flooding to excavations & 
potential illness due to contact with 
harmful substances in excavations. 
Groundwater (possibly perched) 
observed in records of boreholes 
on adjacent site. With perched 
water there is a risk of variation 
over site potentially due to 
damaged water mains, etc. 
Excavations for new basement may 
require dewatering.

construction AKT II

AKT to design foundations to bear on highest appropriate strata and 
locate formation levels above the known ground water level where 
possible.
Where not possible recommend dewatering to provide dry excavation.

Site history does  indicate potential previous 
activities generating hazardous waste production.

Commission geotechnical site investigation to 
assess groundwater levels and contamination.

Site investigation to be made available to 
Contractor. 
Potential requirement for dewatering to 
excavations due to unforeseen ground 
conditions to be highlighted.

Site investigation has been completed and 
will be made available to the contractor.

Contractor Open

02.04.00

02.05.00

02.05.01 M Areas of temporary propping any affecting temporary works
Risk of injury or damage resulting 
from instability or collapse of 
temporary propping

construction AKT II

Undertake a desk study of the existing structure and retained basement 
walls Conduct a structural fabric survey to indicate the condition of the 
structure, confirm as-built details and the condition of the structure, 
Devise design for primary structure that considers the likely temporary 
works assumed to be reworked to help ensure safe sequence of 
construction can be implemented.

The first phase of the fabric survey has been 
carried out  and the results will be made 
available to the contractor. The second phase is 
currently underway and results will be provided 
to the contractor.

Detailed method statement to be produced by 
Contractor including full a sequence of works 
and any additional exploratory works to 
confirm the details of the temporary works 
design. AKTII to require this activity to be 
identified in Contractor's programme at tender.

Contractor Open

02.05.02 M Existing Raft strengthening local instability of soil during excavations uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II Undertake SI and provide soil parameters and loadings
Consultant to review build-ability of proposals prior 
to issue of tender to contractors. To ensure 
proposals can be constructed safely.

Contractor to be required to prepare sequence 
of construction for review for all areas of 
construction. Consultants to highlight areas of 
particular importance during review of 
Contractor proposals.

AKT II Open

02.05.03 H Transfer structures temporary instability uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II AKT will prepare construction sequence on drawings to ensure safe 
construction method.

Consultant to review build-ability of proposals prior 
to issue of tender to contractors. To ensure 
proposals can be constructed safely.

Contractor to be required to prepare sequence 
of construction for review for all areas of 
construction. Consultants to highlight areas of 
particular importance during review of 
Contractor proposals.

AKT II Open

Ground / structural stabilisation

General excavation

Deep basements and shafts

EXCAVATION & FOUNDATIONS

Site layout & sequencing

Retaining Walls

Trenches for foundations and services
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02.05.04 M temporary propping to slabs retained during 
construction of new slabs instability or collapse uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

Undertake a desk study of the existing structure and retained façade. 
Conduct a structural fabric survey to indicate the condition of the 
structure.

Fabric survey, see above. Notes have been 
added to the drawings to make the contractor 
aware to review the capacity of the existing B3 
slab during the temporary works design

Detailed method statement to be produced by 
Contractor. Contractor to prepare a sequence 
of structure erection and temporary prop 
removal. Contractor to exercise vigilance 
during the works and consider installation of 
monitoring devices and tell- tales.

AKT II Open

02.05.05 H
Drilling/coring/connection into primary 
structure damaging steel tendons of 
reinforcement

instability or collapse uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II
Location of any tendons within slab to be clearly indication on
Operation and maintenance manuals, and AKT drawings This is a contractor issue. Design of post 

tensioned slabs is a contractor design portion. Contractor Open

02.06.00

02.06.01 H UKPN substation damage to existing structure during piling uncontrolled collapse construction AKT II

Designer to ascertain UKPN requirements

Additional survey to be instigated adjacent to UKPN structure to identify 
type of foundations and interface with existing structure

Trial pits to be carried out to confirm wall thicknesses and foundation 
position of the existing substation structure. Design to be developed to 
minimise the impact on the existing structure. Demolition works and 
temporary works adjacent to the substation are to be developed to 
account for the substation remaining live for the duration of the 
construction works. Particular attention to be made for the avoidance of 
water ingress during the construction period.

Monitoring regime to be implemented on site AKT Open

02.07.00

03.00.00

03.01.00

03.02.00

03.02.01 M Block work installation installation of 20kg blocks manual handling construction AKT II

Specify block sizes that fall below the recommended manual load 
values (i.e. 20kg). Specify half-height blocks, midi-length blocks or bed 
joint reinforcement where thickness required greater than or equal to 
140mm and note on drawings. Or design structure to be significantly 
above threshold to require handling by machine.

Limitation of use by installation of wind posts for 
stability AKT II Open

03.03.00

03.03.01 H All structural frame Frame instability during construction stage resulting in partial of full collapse construction AKT II

Design frames with fully rigid or partial fixity in plane connections for 
failsafe temporary resistance where possible. Highlight the need for 
temporary propping where this is not possible until such time as 
stability system complete (including diaphragm deck/slabs).

A concrete frame adopted for the scheme 
should be more robust compared to a steel 
frame.

Contractor to be required to prepare sequence 
of construction and temporary works design 
for review for all areas of construction. 
Consultants to highlight areas of particular 
importance during review of Contractor 
proposals.

contractor Open

03.03.02 H false-work/formwork development of overly complex false-work or 
formwork collapse of false-work / formwork construction Contractor

Maintain uniformity of concrete sections where possible. Design to 
allow the use of standardised formwork. Design to allow Contractor use 
of permanent formwork for inaccessible decks. Profiled metal deck for 
composite slabs provides permanent formwork to composite slabs.

Contractor to ensure competent person 
designs all formwork not part of a 
proprietary/manufacturer-designed system. contractor Open

03.03.03 M Starter bars for insitu RC 

elements have the potential to cause rip, cut 
and tear hazards as well as restricting the 
constructing methods due to projecting 
reinforcement.

personal injury from rips, cuts or 
tears construction AKT II

Reinforcement design to be compatible with maximum bar sizes 
available in continuity pull-out systems (i.e. 16mm dia. for Kwikastrip) 
where possible. Reinforcement design to be compatible with couplers 
where possible.

Contractor will be permitted to use kwikastrip 
etc if is complies with the rc detailing 
instructions

Where pull-out systems not used Contractor 
to provide end caps as a minimum and 
consider scheduling bars over-long or with 
bobs.

Contractor Open

03.03.04 M post fix into concrete or scabble concrete Use of hand held vibrating tools Hand, arm, vibration and or whole 
body vibration construction AKT II

Specify, where possible, cast-in bolts and fixings in place of post fixed 
elements. Design to support the potential use of profiled expanded 
metal stop-ends, etc. by the Contractor, in place of scabbled interfaces.

Contractor to consider use of concrete 
retarder and profiled metal pour stops to 
minimise requirement for scabbling. Where 
hand operated vibrating machine is required, 
Contractor to prepare method statements 
which specify the required PPE and allowable 
exposure times, etc. Contractor to organise 
'tool-box talks'

AKT II Open

04.00.00

04.01.00

04.01.01 H Cladding panel replacement and cleaning
3m office panels will impose bulk 
and weight constraints upon the 
cradle design

Construction & maintenance HM Cleaning and maintenance strategy to consider cleaning access cradles 
with the ability to accommodate panel replacement.

Maximum load that the BMU can transport is 
250kg

Designers to confirm that 
maximum panel sizes that will 
require replacement by BMU 
will be less than this weight

open

04.01.02 H Cladding panel replacement and cleaning
Size of cladding panel and difficulty 
of construction sequence 
(incorporation of brick facades)

maintenance Make Consider relative merits of prefabricated cladding panels to avoid 
second fix from scaffold 

Considered & adopted in resi and office. however 
there will be a requirment to 2nd fix the glazing of 
the office. This could be done from MEWPS.

methodology of 2nd fix to office glazing to be 
reviewed Make Open

04.01.04 H Residential  façade - including balconies cleaning and maintenance falls from height Maintenance Make Consider cleaning externally to avoid high level access from within the 
apartment to full height windows Cleaning craddle provided

Designers to confirm that access to 
appartment windows can be reached from the 
craddle

Make Open

04.03.00

04.04.00

04.04.01 H Residential window cleaning cleaning  & maintenance of windows falls from height maintenance Make cleaning via residential units / balconies
Strategy is for windows to cleaned by owner or 
estate mangers by squege on extendable pole Risks to be assesed by designer Make Open

04.05.00

04.05.01 M Public realm General use Glare to public realm due to highly 
reflective cladding surfaces operation Make

Balance the gloss level of cladding materials to control glare.
Full scale prototypes to be assessed on site Prototypes to be reviewed Make Open

04.05.02 M Public realm General use Access and maintenance 
requirements of any Art work maintenance Make Make Open

Windows / glazing including cleaning

Atria

Concrete

BUILDING ELEMENTS

Piling

Underpinning

PRIMARY STRUCTURE

Surface coatings and finishings

Block work

External cladding

Structural frame
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04.06.01 H Access to BMU cleaning cradles no permanent edge protection available falls from height maintenance Make
design to consider location of permanent edge protection in relation to 
the cleaning rail Arnd to comment

04.06.02 H BMU strategy Proposed use to be defined falls from height maintenance Make
Use for cleaning and maintenance of facade as well as glazing to be 
considered Accepted within limits of 250kg weights

Designers to confirm that maximum weights of 
replacement elements will not exceed this

04.06.03 H MEWP storage Storage space for a potential MEWP has been 
identified maintenance Make

Garage space to be maintained during design development. Potential 
MEWP to be identified and if required as part of strategy to be bought 
as part of construction budget. Once identified storage space 
requirements can be refined.

MEWP is to be rented Implications of this to be reviewed

04.06.04 H BMU strategy over-sailing falling objects maintenance Make

the exact risk is to be defined and considered. If over-sailing is involved 
the BMU should have the facility to be programmed to ensure it cannot 
impact on areas being over-sailed.

Confirm risk: Risk of clash with pedestians at 
ground levels or on balconies

04.07.00

04.07.01 H Potential restricted vertical access
insufficient access available for plant 
replacement and goods distribution potential increase in manual 

handling etc. maintenance Make Application of a two goods lift strategy, one per core, to facilitate goods 
distribution and plant replacement

Consideration to be given to the implication of 
using a large and a small goods lift has this stategy been implimented Make Open

04.07.02 H Potential restricted vertical access
insufficient access available for plant 
replacement and goods distribution potential increase in manual 

handling etc. maintenance Make Installation of 'knock out' panels in loading area and car lift area to 
accommodate major plant replacement items Included in design Make Open

04.07.03 H Level 7 (residential level 08)

No safe or 'usable' space at the upper most 
roof level. Goods lift restricted to level 6 only 
and cannot be extended to level 7 falls from height operation and maintenance Make Arnd to comment Make Open

04.07.04 H Level 7 (residential level 08) emergency escape from roof area and level 6 
plant inadequate escape provision operation and maintenance Make escape strategy to be considered Arnd to comment Make Open

04.07.05 M Stair installation Large elements to install + open void prior to 
installation size and scale of components construction Make

Designer to consider elemental installation and risks associated with 
falls from height.

Temporary balustrade or protection to final balustrade installation to 
form permanent edge protection

Designer to design in temporary lifting elements 
and temporary edge protection / fixing points to 
shafts.

Stairs designed in such a way that 
temporary edge protection can be fitted. 
However please note that Make do not 
design temporary works. We cannot design 
fixing points for lifts. 
Any competent contractor will be aware of 
this risk

Make Open

04.07.06 M Lift installation Large elements to install + lift shaft is an open 
void prior to installation size and scale of components construction AKT II

Designer to consider elemental installation and risks associated with 
falls from height.

Ensure proposed edge elements are robust and can readily accept 
fixings for temporary fall protection barriers, etc. by considering 
balustrade load in design of all perimeter steel elements.

Designer to design in temporary lifting elements and temporary edge 
protection / fixing points to shafts

Sub contractor coordination to be considered by 
project team. Method statements to be requested 
as part of tender returns to address risks 
associated with falls from height and dropped tools 
and components.

Contractor to design and provide fall 
protection barriers & fit barriers to structural 
elements prior to them being lifted into place. 
Contractor to consider prefabricating concrete 
capping slabs to lift cores on ground and 
lifting into place. Rescue plan to be devised
and implemented. All scaffolding works to 
conform to NASC SG4

AKT II Open

04.08.00

04.08.01 H

Extent of permanent edge protection on the 
roof of the office and residential building is 
limited due to height constraints imposed by 
view corridors. Access to the BMU's and 
any areas on the roof that require 
maintenance needs to be identified and 
adequately guarded.

Maintenance operations Falls from height operation and maintenance Make

Options to mitigate risk at design stage to be considered. Designer to 
clearly follow hierarchy of controls prior to settling on any 'man-safe' 
solution.

An access strategy is to be developed at the earliest opportunity to 
ensure client 'buy-in'.

Cleaning and maintenance strategy to consider 
‘man safe’ roof access systems and managed 
access

Arnd to comment Make Open

04.08.02 H Green roof and PV access Maintenance operations Falls from height operation and maintenance Make

Options to mitigate risk at design stage to be considered. Designer to 
clearly follow hierarchy of controls prior to settling on any 'man-safe' 
solution.

An access strategy is to be developed at the earliest opportunity to 
ensure client 'buy-in'.

Cleaning and maintenance strategy to consider 
‘man safe’ roof access systems and managed 
access

Office PV protected by parapet. Arnd to 
comment on resi Make Open

04.08.03 H Roof level height constraints at roof level do not allow for 
permanent edge protection falls from height operation and maintenance Make installation of man-safe system

proposal to be revisited. Installation of a man-safe 
system is the lowest option available in the 
hierarchy of controls. All other options need to be 
considered (with documented evidence) prior to 
settling on this option

Arnd to comment Make Open

04.08.05 H Roof level weight of green roof uncontrolled collapse construction & maintenance Make
AKT to consider loadings of green roof and requirements to replace in 
the future - i.e. How will soil be replaced and what is the weight of the 
green roof including soils and water.

AKT II Open

04.08.06 H Access to roof levels inadequate access for tasks required at roof 
level multiple maintenance Make

consideration to be given to all roofs that require access. Where lifts 
cannot provide adequate access then stairs need to be designed in. If 
stars cannot be used other means of access need to be considered and 
designed in as appropriate to the tasks undertaken.

Office terrace accessible by lift. Arnd to 
comment on resi

04.08.07 M Location of planters / any upstands and 
their position relative to any edge protection

04.08.08 M Location of collapsible handrail at roof level 
when not in use

04.08.09 M Risk of vegetation growing over / around 
BMU rails

04.08.10 M

Access to Level 5 terrace – residents 
maintaining planters. Issues of replacing 
soil or relatively large bushes / trees in the 
future and replacement of planters in the 
future

04.09.00

04.09.01 H Basements Installation and operation of automated car-
parking system size and scale of components operation and maintenance Make

Consider size and scale of system components + manufacturers 
requirements for maintenance, installation and removal / replacement 
in the future

Discussions with contractors on going Make Open

04.10.00

Car Parking

Whole building

Roof(s)

Internal access routes
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04.10.01 M Whole building Long term settlement of building various Operation AKT II

Allowance to be made for building movements due to ground 
movement - etc. provision of movement joint to structural interfaces, 
likely movements will be clearly identified during the next stage of the 
design

A ground movement analysis has been carried 
out and the building has been design to 
accommodate the anticipated movements. AKT II Open

04.10.02 M Risk of overload to floors/roofs maintenance or replacement of plant items collapse Operation AKT II Advise on limits that proposed structures can accommodate, provide 
documentation in the form of loading diagrams.

Ensure loading diagrams and recommendations for 
use/operation are included in the O&M manual.

Loading diagrams will be issued as part of 
the tender which cover loads used for the 
design.

AKT II Open

04.10.03 M Risk of overload to floors/roofs maintenance or replacement of internal 
finishes collapse Operation AKT II Advise on limits that proposed structures can accommodate, provide 

documentation in the form of loading diagrams.
Ensure loading diagrams and recommendations for 
use/operation are included in the O&M manual.

Loading diagrams will be issued as part of 
the tender which cover loads used for the 
design.

AKT II Open

04.10.04 H Crossrail II shaft located near to site  movements and settlements caused by the 
construction of the shaft need to be confirmed collapse construction AKT II AKT II to acertain details from Crossrail AKT II Open

05.00.00

05.01.00

05.01.01 H Level 6 

insufficient access available for plant 
replacement and goods distribution. Major 
plant replacement requiring external craneage.

potential increase in manual 
handling etc. or an increased 
reliance on major craneage in the 
future

maintenance Make
Level 6 office has same goods distribution as all 
other office levels. HM to comment on plant 
replacements

Make Open

05.01.02 H Level 7 restricted access potential increase in manual 
handling etc. operation and maintenance Make Installation of Cat ladder access -  also provides for emergency escape Make Open

05.01.03 H Plant rooms, and office areas & common 
Areas.

Access to high levels for installation, 
commissioning and maintenance

Falls from height. Difficult access 
for  installation, commissioning and 
maintenance

operation and maintenance HM

Where possible access platforms will be arranged to provide access to 
H/L services as part of the next design stages. When this is not 
possible these specific areas will be reviewed and individual mitigations 
applied

Any residual risks that remain may have to be 
accessed by MEWP's.
For external areas, use MEWP from ground level or 
BMU depending upon height of Services 
equipment.

Contractors will be required to use control 
measures for working at height, e.g. platforms 
etc.

HM Open

05.01.04 H Plant rooms, and office areas & common 
Areas. Lack of adequate space Difficult access for  installation, 

commissioning and maintenance operation and maintenance HM
Design space for plant to manufacturers requirements in order to 
enable continuing  maintenance throughout the life of the installation. 
Consideration also to be given to removal and installation of failed plant 

Recommended access space will be included 
within the next phases of design. HM Open

05.01.05 H Water treatment areas Hazardous Substances

Water treatment of normal services 
will require the use of chemicals 
which is unavoidable and therefore 
represents a residual risk that 
cannot be fully designed out.  
Proposed Swimming Pool will also 
require chemicals which need to be 
stored and used separately. 
Dedicated rooms will be provided 
for chemicals based on 
manufacturers recommendations.

maintenance HM Locations of rooms to access routes will be developed during the next 
design phases. 

As of the 23.08.13 HM & the Pool consultant Devin 
Consulting (DC) are reviewing

O&Ms to includes relevant safety information, 
COSHH, Handling etc.  Handling of chemicals 
will need to be undertaken by competent 
persons.

HM & DC Open

05.01.06 H Areas of installed plant plant movement

Lack of access and / or 
manoeuvrability of installed plant 
during maintenance, refurbishment 
or renewal.

maintenance HM

Plant installation / replacement strategy report will identify the key 
routes for plant installation / replacement.   Hatches, drop zones and 
clear routes will be identified for future plant replacement.  Loading Bay 
hatch will allow replacement route for main plant at B2 such as Chillers, 
CHP units, AHU's, Transformers, Generators, Switchgear, etc.  

On completion of the Plant Installation / 
Replacement Strategy, the first installation shall be 
planned and sequenced by competent mechanical 
installer.

Standard as part of contractor installation 
procedures, permits, method statements, H&S 
procedures etc. contractor to ensure risk 
reduced.

HM Open

05.01.09 M Goods Lift Capacity and size limits Inadequate for plant replacement maintenance HM key elements of plant that may need replacing to be identified Strategy 
to be developed as design is developed Make Open

05.02.00 Electrical services

05.02.01 external feature lighting maintenance inadequate access - falls from 
height  / electrocution  maintenance Spiers & Major

Some feature lighting maybe present in public spaces to be clarified for 
maintenance and replacement purposes.

05.03.00

05.03.01 M System cleaning Hazardous substances - Chlorine dosing will 
be required for system cleaning. exposure maintenance Devin Consulting Suitable access provision will be reviewed during the next design 

stages. DC reviewing as at 23.08.13

O&Ms to includes relevant safety information, 
COSHH, Handling etc.  Chemicals to be 
handled by competent personnel.

Devin Consulting Open

05.03.03 Lifts and escalators

BUILDING SERVICES

Public health services

Mechanical services
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05.03.04 H Basement level 3 any confined space all HM

The existing B3 level is restricted in height and width which is to be 
used for water storage, etc.  Storage tanks will have raised housings 
between structural beams to make efficient use of the space. Any water 
tanks shall include additional low level access to enable rescue of 
operatives.  Access to pumping chambers will be required and therefore 
some residual risk cannot be designed out.  Will be reviewed further as 
part of the next design phases.

HM Open

05.03.05 M Waste chutes cleaning and maintenance requirements exposure operation Make Cleaning requirements to the waste chutes and waste storage areas to 
be identified

Make Open
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Cleaning and maintenance strategy
Building maintenance unit (BMU) and Mobile elevated work platform (MEWP)

The cleaning and maintenance strategy has been developed with 
Hilson Moran and Arup CDM and includes:

•	 Safe access (covered lift and stair) to roof plant levels, 
including two means of escape from the roof;

•	 Fully accessible and protected (guardrails) to roof levels 
where possible.  Where a guardrail is not possible, (east 
side of residential roof, due to LVMF protected views) a 
collapsible handrail will be used;

•	 A man-safe latch way system will be investigated as a last 
resort within very limited portions of the roof requiring 
infrequent access;

•	 The provision of equipment necessary to access the external 
facades (BMU and MEWP).

•	 Envelope materials and cleaning regime.

Office facade access:
A fully powered Building Maintenance Unit (BMU) will be 
operating from track systems situated below the line of the LVMF.  

A telescopic arm enables the BMU to access the articulated upper 
floors.  The BMU will retract and compact when not in operation 
and park adjacent to the south core, where it will be concealed 
from street view. 

The BMU provides access to the majority of the office building 
facades.  However, portions of the west facade are not accessible 
via the BMU  due to reach restrictions.  These areas of the facade 
will be accessed via a Mechanical Elevated Work Platform, 
(MEWP).  When not in operation the MEWP can be stored at 
ground level adjacent to the car stacker garage.   

Residential facade access:
A fully powered Building Maintenance Unit (BMU) will be 
operating from track systems situated below the line of the LVMF.  

A telescopic arm enables the BMU to access the articulated upper 
floors.  The BMU will retract and compact when not in operation 
and park at the centre of the roof, where it will be concealed from 
street view.  

The BMU provides access to the majority of the residential 
building facades.  However, portions of the garden facade and 
Newman street facade are not accessible via the BMU  due to 
reach restrictions.  These areas of the facade will be accessed 
via a Mechanical Elevated Work Platform, (MEWP).  When not in 
operation the MEWP can be stored at ground level adjacent to the 
car stacker garage.   

Illustration showing how the building facades are accessed via BMU and MEWP

Recessed windows:
Both the residential and office facades have deep window reveals 
with water-fed poles.

Residential balconies and terraces:
Residential balconies and terraces will be cleaned/maintained 
from the balcony/terrace.  Access will need to be provided 
through the flats.  Both power and water will be provided in these 
locations.

Oversailing and temporary stopping-up:
When in use, both the office and residential BMU will project over 
the footway along Newman street and Rathbone Place, and over 
portions of land belonging to neighbouring properties.  The 
details of this will need to be developed further with Westminster 
City Council.  The operation of the MEWP within the public garden, 
along Newman street and within the shared access areas to the 
south will also require further consideration.   

Plant enclosures:
Plant enclosures will be cleaned from the roof levels using water-
fed poles.  

Garden access:
High level maintenance of the public garden will be accessed via 
the MEWP or scaffold tower.  The MEWP access to the facades is 
coordinated with the proposed landscape. 

Communal resident’s garden:
High level maintenance of the communal residents garden will be 
accessed via the MEWP or scaffold tower.

Envelope materials:
Brick, granite, glazed ceramic, glass and patina metal are 
proposed as the main envelope materials.  These materials 
are robust and perform well.  The glazed finish of the ceramic 
provides the material with a very robust and smooth finish which 
is particularly good at shedding rainwater and dirt.  The patina 
metal will be pre-patinated to control the expressive, non-uniform 
finish which is less sensitive to dirt.  



Examples of roof mounted BMU in operationExamples of MEWP in operation Illustration showing areas of temporary oversailing due to maintenance

Proposed garage area for office BMU Proposed garage area for residential BMU, 
(outside of LVMF protected view) 

South core

LVMF exclusion zone 
restricts garage location 

of BMU
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Roof access

Access to the roof for maintenance has been developed with 
Hilson Moran and Arup CDM and includes:

Residential roof:
•	 Safe access to roof via west private residential core, (stair 

access only);
•	 Means of escape via primary west core access and via a 

protected ladder down into east residential core;
•	 West side of the roof is protected by permanent guardrail.  

Limited areas outside of the protected area safely accessed 
via BMU cradle;

•	 BMU accessed via guardrail protected area;
•	 Permanent guardrail protection to the east side of roof is not 

possible due to LVMF view restrictions.  Collapsible handrails 
to be provided in these areas;

•	 Areas outside of the area protected by the collapsible 
handrail will be accessed via the BMU, for example the areas 
between the BMU tracks;

•	 A man-safe latch way system will be investigated as a last 
resort within very limited portions of the roof requiring 
infrequent access;

Office roof:
•	 Safe access to roof via south office core, (stair and lift 

access);
•	 Means of escape via primary south core access and via a 

protected ladder down into the level 06 plant floor;
•	 The extent of the roof is provided with edge protection;
•	 The office BMU will be garaged outside of the lower, (east 

half of the site), LVMF protected view.

LVMF exclusion zone restricts garage 
location of BMU and possibility of 

permanent edge protection
1

2

3

4

1 2

3
4

5

5
5

6

6

LVMF on the west side of the site is 
much higher , allowing this portion 

of the roof edge protection

Illustration showing  the roof access strategy

1

2

3
4

1

2

3

4



Example of collapsible guardrails

Sketch section showing the relationship between the lower LVMF 
protected view, (east half of the site), and the office roof edge protection

Sketch section showing the relationship between the lower LVMF protected view, (east half of the site), and the 
residential roof .  Permanent edge protection is not possible in this area.  Collapsable guardrails will be provided
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Buildability

Facade consultant FMDC have been tasked with investigating the 
technical design, detailing and construction of the proposed 
facades.  Further design development work with a specialist 
cladding contractor is advised in the next stages.  

Residential facade general:
•	 Brick/glazed ceramic tile/ glazed brick-faced precast units.
•	 Widespread use of factory pre-glazed precast panels which 

can be installed quickly by crane to give significant 
programme and build quality benefits.

•	 Intention is to stack the precast panels from the ground, 
merely restraining the units against the primary frame 
against lateral loads.

•	 Joints between precast units should be filled with colour- 
matched silicone mastic to all for thermal and build 
movement.

•	 A double seal is required for weathering robustness in joints 
which might be 12-15mm, following further investigations and 
industry discussion.

Residential windows:
•	 The intention is to factory pre-glaze ‘square doughnut’ units, 

incorporating the profiled glazed ceramic frames bonded 
back to a concrete backing panel.

•	 The Juliette guardrail/handrail could be factory-fixed and 
shipped to site as part of the square doughnut units.

•	 These units can then be installed quickly by crane, negating 
the need for external scaffolding.

Residential balcony:
•	 The current suggestion is that the balcony will be of factory- 

made precast construction and craned into position on site, 
slotting into the large pocket in the concrete slab.

•	 The balcony could be supported at its front face on the 
precast wall units, which will in turn take loads through to the 
ground floor piers.

•	 The back edge of the balcony could be supported on the slab 
edge next to the primary frame columns, where slab 
movement will be minimal.  This approach negates the need 
for the balcony slab being part of the primary frame slab, 
which will create problems with thermal breaks or the need 
to insulate the slab.

•	 The profiled glazed ceramic balcony fascias will be part of 
the precast balcony unit.

•	 Sliding doors to the back of the balconies can be built from 
the balcony.

•	 The sliding doors have been drawn as a proprietary thermally 

broken system which is readily available from a supplier such 
as Schuco.

Retail:
•	 The ground floor shop front glazing is shown as simple stick 

system aluminium curtain walling.

Office facade general:
•	 Brick-faced units are stacked from ground level and laterally 

restrained against the concrete primary frame.
•	 The precast units are assembled in a ‘beam and post’ 

arrangement which is built sequentially from the bottom.
•	 Horizontal panel joints are hidden in the recessed brick 

joints.  Vertical panel joints are limited in number to joints in 
the 1st and 5th floor spandrels only.

•	 The maximum panel weight is around 9 tonnes and is 
therefore well within a sensible cranage capacity.

Office unitised curtain walling:
•	 The elevation composition does not lend itself to a factory 

pre-glazed construction as proposed for the residential 
cladding.  The desire to avoid external scaffolding and to 
benefit from installation programme advantages and others 
associated with build quality, suggest a unitised curtain 
walling approach, with panels ‘launched’ from the floorplate 
and lowered into position on the level below.

•	 The visual desire to avoid a horizontal joint in the stainless 
steel spandrels dictates a stack joint location at roughly desk 
height.  The panels are therefore gravity supported at slab 
levels, with a cantilevered portion projecting above.  The 
units are fixed glazed with external pressure caps.

•	 Internal blinds are spaced away from the double-glazed unit 
to allow sufficient ventilation to negate the need for a 
laminated heat-treated inner pane, which will be more 
expensive and of inferior quality to a laminated annealed 
alternative.

Office internal wall finish:
•	 There is a desire to minimise the facade build-up to maximise 

internal area.  For this reason the wall construction 
comprises the external cladding (brick-faced precast unit, 
inclusive of insulation) and any internal finishes.

•	 This idea reduces the overall wall buildup by 100mm.

‘Hit and miss’ brick louvres, south-facing facade:
•	 The perforated brick louvres providing supply and extract air 

will be hand stacked and will require MEWP access or 
scaffolding.

Image of assembled precast residential facade showing units 
slightly exploded to explain panelisation

View of computer construction model of the residential balcony

Halved brick with slots cut in back surface to provide a key in 
the mould

View of computer construction model of the residential balcony



Precast joints:
•	 Horizontal and vertical joints between panels are inevitable.
•	 Joints are usually filled with colour-matched mastic sealant, 

sometimes with the application of a brick dust when still wet 
to limit the difference in finish to the mortar joints.

•	 Horizontal movements joints are usually required at every 
floor level.  The use of brick faced panels on the Rathbone 
Place development creates regular horizontal joints, with the 
preference for a recessed joint between bricks again helping 
to hide precast panel joints.

•	 A small 12mm panel joint should be targeted for Rathbone 
Place, which should read well against a nominal 10mm mortar 
filled joint between bricks.

•	 Vertical panel joints are usually located at column positions 
and are sized depending on unit width.  They can be hidden 
effectively by the introduction of modelling into elevations 
such as recessed or projecting vertical strips.  The recessed 
strip at column locations in the external residential façade 
elevations works very well in this regard.

Gravity support units:
•	 Precast panels are often supported on a floor-by-floor basis, 

fixed to slab edges next to primary frame columns.  It is 
possible however for units to be stacked on top of each 
other, with gravity loads taken down to ground floor level and 
lateral restraint only required for the primary frame.  This 
approach can save money in the primary frame and deliver 
smaller joints between units, but must be carefully worked 
through to ensure correct load path transfer and that lower 
units are not overstressed. 

•	 The cantilevered nature of the perimeter slabs on the 
external residential facade considered suggests very 
strongly that the precast units should be stacked to ground 
floor, as differential movements between floors will be large 
(driving large joints) and the associated loads will be difficult 
to sustain.

Precast tolerances:
•	 The units proposed for Rathbone Place considered to date, 

however are all modestly sized (at roughly 5m x 4m, apart 
from the balconies) and should be produced to good 
tolerances which can be accommodated suitably in sensibly 
sized joints that will not be visually obvious.

Interface detailing:
The proposal to factory pre-install the glazing system into 
precast units is very sensible and limits site interfaces, mainly to 
the back of the recessed balconies and at shop fronts.

Patinated metal rainscreen (upper levels):
•	 The metal panels can be ‘hook on’ rainscreen type 

construction, which can be simply installed using the terrace 
as a working platform.

•	 The windows could be a simple proprietary stick system type 
construction, supported off of the slab and leant against the 
upper level slabs for lateral support only.

Possible sub-contractors:
Precast concrete sub-contractors
•	 Techrete (Eire and UK).
•	 Decomo (Belgium).
•	 Loveld (Belgium).

Glazed sub-contractors
•	 Felix.
•	 Focchi.
•	 Schindler.
•	 Metalbau Fruh.
•	 Dane Architectural (UK).
•	 EAG (UK).
•	 Red Architectural (UK).
•	 GIG (UK).

The glazing component of the elevation is relatively simple and 
can be reliably delivered by many options, with limited risk.  The 
precast element is more complex and has a large bearing on 
costs, with an associated increased risk profile. 

We suggest early discussions with 2-3 of the suggested precast 
sub-contractors, to test the proposed designs and receive 
technical and cost feedback.

View of computer construction model of the precast 
panelisation of the office facade

Model view of the office cladding

Office glazing installation sequence:
•	 3rd floor glazing panels are posted from the 4th floor 

and installed in position.  These units comprise the 3rd 
floor vision unit and the 4th floor spandrel.  The 
perimeter stainless steel collar is left off the panels to 
be installed at the end of the sequence (step 6).

•	 3rd floor unit in position.  Gravity loads are taken on the 
4th floor slab with a lateral restraint taken at the top of 
the level 03 precast spandrel.

•	 More 3rd floor units being installed.
•	 Installation of 4th floor vision units.
•	 Completion of a strip of 4th floor vision units.
•	 Installation of the perimeter stainless steel frames which 

can be accomplished via a cherry picker.
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2.5 SECTIONS  & 
VIEWS 
(PRECEDENT  
EXAMPLES) 1. Access to Atrium roof for

cleaning over and adjacent
to the pod- MEWP

2. Access to opening vents in
roof for smoke ventilation-
MEWP internally , access
walkway externally.

3. Access to lighting  in
atrium, underside of
walkways to pod and
balconies, all require high
level access unless via
raised floor above?

4. Access to pod exterior for
cleaning and maintenance
to be via a MEWP.

5. Cleaning Front elevation
internally and externally
with MEWP that can
access up the ramp and
manoeuvre through the
entrance doors ( cleaning
track internally omitted by
client FM team)

6. Protection of atrium floor
during cleaning &
maintenance operations if
required by MEWP?

7. Cleaning of Roof structure
of dust from MEWP?

8. Lighting to amphitheatre
steps under the pod to be
designed for ease of
access. Ideally from sides ,
handrails or floor lights to
steps.

9. Temporary works to pod
may require access and
crash deck below.Confined
working space in
underbelly.

Handrail to 
prevent 
falls at 
slopeH 

Edge inward  slope or barrier to 
prevent objects sliding into 

atrium  

Confined 
working 

space 
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2.5 POD PLAN AND 
SECTION 
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2.5 POD IMAGES 
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2.5.1 THE POD 
OFFSITE 
MANUFACTURE, 
ONSITE 
STRUCTURE & 
PREPARATION 

1. Interface of pod with
support structure
designed and installed
by principal contractor
team

2. Access into atrium
space and hoisting of
pod elements by
principal contractor

3. Protection of  floor and
other areas , plus
worker protection to be
by PC

4. PC to ensure protection
of pod after installation
and final cleaning
before handover

5. CSC to manufacture all
components and
transport to site for
storage prior to
assembly.

6. CSC to produce H&S
plan for site erection
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2.5.2 THE POD  
CONSTRUCTION 
DETAILS AND 
ASSEMBLY 
METHODS 

 

 
1. Stiffeners  spot welded 

to 3D formed panels  
CIG 

 
2.  Concrete floors  by PC 

to which the edge profile 
is bolted. 
PC 

 
3 .Curved T-Profiles to be 
attached to edge profile and 
panels in-turn attached. 
4. Handrail height to be 

designed to prevent 
climbing from chairs and 
casual sitting on edge or 
placement of objects. 
SB Designers 

 

Handrail height to be increased to 
min.1500mm as seating area 
adjacent. No shelf to be provided 
for objects to be rested and slide 
off into atrium zone. 
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2.5.3 POD MOCK-
UP , FINISHING 
AND 
TRANSPORTATION 

The PC will provide an accessible area and maneuvering space (no façade) to lift the crane into position and to 
remove the crane. CSC will take care of lifting the crane.   
CSC will consult with the Client to determine the hoisting plan.    

1. CSC Lifting plan to be
agreed with PC to
prevent conflicts with
other trades.

2. Access and removal of
crane to be agreed by
PC & CSC

3. Upper slab and bridge
to take spider crane and
hoisting loads.

Creating a mock-up of app. 5m2 of an area of the steel skin pointed by the 
architect. (A suggestion from CSC is shown below). The mock-up will be a part of 
the connection of four parts of the steel panels. Steel edge profile and console are 
part of the mock-up. 
This mock-up will give an indication regarding the materials and finishes. The 
actual performance by CSC will be carried out according to the Technical 
Specification 
(objectively measurable). The Technical Specification will be determined after the 
approval of the mock-up. 
Production of the Pod starts after approval of the mock-up and Technical 
Specifications. 

4. Mock up 5m2 area will
be part of the
connection of 4 panels

5. Construction detailing to
be confirmed and
agreed for buildability

6. Location of mock up to
be agreed , presumably
at works in Holland or
on site?

TRANSPORTATION 
For the transport of the panels of the Pod are 9-10 trucks necessary. CSC will pack the panels in crates 
for protection and optimization of the transport.  
The transport will be insured by CSC. Incoterms 2010, DAP.   
Analyses of the panels. (half of the Pod) 

7. Transportation, un-
loading , storage and
deployment to be
agreed by PC & CSC

FINISHES TO POD 
Front and backside of the skin and inner panels  
The steel plates will be finished with the following painting system. 
Blasting front and backside of the panels; 
Protective layer; 1 coat 2-component epoxyprimer, PPG-NEXA P580-3005, minimum dry film 
thickness 100 microns 
Application of filler to smoothen grinding traces and for irregularities 

8. Spraying and painting
and making joints good
after installation in
atrium and at high level.
PC & CSC

Spider crane to be used to lift steel panels into position. 
Crane to be hoisted onto pod roof slab for cladding 
installation. Spider crane removal after installation  via 
bridge to NTAB and hoist  
to ground. Bridge and slab to take spider loads, 
including hoisting loads. 
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2.5.3 
CLADDING PANEL 
CONFIGURATIONS 

  

 
1. Panel lifting , sizes, 

weights  and assymetric 
hanging  

2. Lifting points? 
3. Work below to be totally 

prohibited during 
installation of panels 

4. Jointing to be consistent 
but grinding at height 
and painting best 
carried out in factory 
conditions in Holland 

5. Confined space working 
below lower slab is to 
be avoided even though 
access provided 

6. Bridges interfaces to be 
coherent with panel 
joints. Not necessarily 
on joints but symetrical 
about panels. 

7. Legs to be at panel 
joints 
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2.5.4 
POD STRUCTURAL 
DESIGN WITH 
ASSEMBLY 
CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Proposed structural
configuration

2. Assembly issues to be
considered with
structural design and
costs
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2.5.4 POD 
DETAILING AND 
FIXINGS 

 

 
1. Balustrade loading at 

upper and lower decks 
to be 3kn/m at 1100mm 
high. 

2. Upper deck to have a 
guarding above the 
cladding top to prevent 
object placement on the 
downward curved ledge. 

3. Internal balustrading 
fixed to floor or 
structural ribs to prevent 
falls and trips on upward 
curving walls. 
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